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A World of Chaos

We pray that this letter finds you well! So much has happened globally in such a short period of time! 2022 opened with the latest
Covid waves that shattered all previous records. Fortunately, the omicron virus also remained weak enough to not cause more
serious complications in Germany. This news quickly became overshadowed by the way February ended. Like many of you, we
have watched with sadness at the movement of Russian troops into Ukraine. This conflict seems all the more real since it is not
simply one in a far away country. Germany does not border Ukraine, but Hungary does. During our 11 years ministering in
Hungary, we often came very close to the border through our work in Debrecen (less than an hour from Ukraine). Furthermore,
we know many Ukrainians and had the privilege of working alongside many of the 120+ Ukrainian Cru staff. MTW also has staff
in Ukraine who are split across 3 teams. We pray for a quick resolution to this conflict!
A world of chaos always brings with it opportunities. The situation in Ukraine is no different. We have been blessed to see how the
European church is seeking to respond and we pray that God will continue to work through His church in this time. Many
Hungarian churches have formed relief groups who take supplies, food, monetary help, and who have opened their doors to
refugees. Our church in Munich is also preparing to expand their existing refugee ministry to include those displaced by the crisis
in Ukraine. May God bring something redemptive out of this situation!
On the home front, we continue to see progress with the language learning. Elijah comes home with new phrases and words that
he has picked up from his classmates and teachers. Michelle has seen measurable progress since transitioning to working with a
private tutor. Luke is able to understand most things and can manage to make himself understood albeit with a million grammar
mistakes! Throughout our journey we have been blessed to receive constant reminders of the importance of and ministry in
learning a language. One such has been the Q/A sessions with the pastoral interns. Although all of them speak English quite well,
nearly every session someone remarks how they can't wait until we are able to hold these entirely in German. Their ability to
fluidly express themselves and to fully explain their questions is hampered by having to operate in a second language. At the
moment we function in Deutchish - combining English and German (Deutch). Though it gets the job done, there is a different
level of ministry that depends on the language.
We continue to pray for God to open the doors for travel to China. Until that happens, our adoption in stuck in a holding pattern.
In the meantime we are working to update our home study and in contact with the German officials to ascertain the complications
brought about by living abroad. Thankfully Germany has been very helpful and agreed to allow us to continue to work with
Lifeline. However, it is becoming apparent that our options are either facing a similar situation to our first adoption of being in
China for a significant period of time or of needing to obtain a visa to the States where we would need to wait potentially up to a
year to receive a US passport and citizenship. Neither option is ideal and we appreciate your prayers for wisdom. We also pray that
the recent success in getting hundreds of athletes into China for the Olympics with relatively few Covid cases will prompt the
government to revisit the travel restrictions for adoption.
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Beyond the Classroom

It has been a special blessing to spend so much time in Albania over the past year.
Luke was not expecting to receive so many invitations to lecture, but each one is a
welcomed opportunity. One of the special benefits of frequent returns is the chance
to minister well beyond the classroom. Relationships take time and effort to build -
things that are helped by return visits in a shorter time period. When Luke goes to
lecture, his day is much more packed than it was at first! In fact, it begins with
breakfast at 7, pick up at 8, conversations with students until 9, morning lectures
until noon, lunch with the students until around 2, afternoon lectures until 5, and
impromptu individual meetings with students until 7 or 8. This leaves just enough
time for a quick dinner, some last minute preparation, and then sleep and repeat!
However, the ministry moves well beyond the classroom and the students! Returning
to the same hotel has meant that Luke has gotten to know the hotel staff very well.
The manager, Gironi, is always eager to engage in conversation over breakfast. Our
family visit left such an impact that on Luke's most recent trip Gironi sent a soccer
ball back for Elijah. Getting to know people in Albania inevitably involves to
following question: "What are you doing in Tirana?" This is the perfect question to
share not only about the specific ministry, but also to present the gospel.
On the most recent flight to Tirana, Luke was seated next to a woman wearing the
traditional headwear. In the course of the conversation, she shared that she was a
Muslim and that she had many questions about Christianity. Providentially, her
questions mirrored the topics covered on past visits. She was especially curious about
the Trinity (May), the person and work of Christ (February), and the role and
interpretation of Scripture (March). Although she had many questions about how
Christians view Mohammed, Luke was able to share that the bigger question is not
who is Mohammed, but who is Christ? For if Christ is truly God and truly man, then
by his own admission, Mohammed must be pointing to and testifying to none other
than Christ Himself. No other question is more important than who is Christ!
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The German word for airplane
is Flugzeug which is pronounced
flew-g-tsoy-g

Prayer Requests:
- Pray for the woman on plane
- Pray for adoption travel and
details with Germany
- Pray for language progress
- Pray for upcoming ministry

Praises:
- Praise God for ministry beyond
the classroom!
- Praise God for progress!
- Praise God for warm weather!
- Praise God for His control!

Thank you so much for
partnering with us to take the
gospel throughout Europe!

Luke and Michelle Stannard

Munich, Germany

Equipping today's students to lead

tomorrow's churches for the glory

of God!




